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Executive Summary

After a slowdown that has lasted six years (including two consecutive years of negative growth in 2015 and 2016), the market analysts expect that the Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) region will grow in 2017 by around 1.5 percent, followed by 2.5 percent in 2018. The slowdown since 2011 (and contraction in the last two years) has been driven essentially by the performance of some of the large South American (SA) economies (particularly Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela, RB), with Brazil posting its second straight year of negative growth (-3.8 percent in 2015 and -3.6 percent in 2016) and Venezuela’s GDP falling by a staggering 12 percent in 2016. Mexico’s growth is expected to reach 2 percent by 2018 and Central America and the Caribbean are expected to continue to grow at a steady pace of around 3.8 percent, as has been the case since the Global Financial Crisis.

A notable feature of this long slowdown has been the deterioration of the fiscal accounts, even in sub-regions, such as Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean (MCC), where the deceleration has been much less pronounced than in SA. In fact, 29 of 32 countries in the region had an overall fiscal deficit in 2016. The median deficit for SA in 2016 was 5.2 percent of GDP, compared to 2.1 percent for MCC. As a result of the build-up of fiscal deficits, debt stocks have been rising over the years, reaching a median gross debt of 50 percent of GDP for the region as a whole, with countries such as Jamaica and Barbados reaching debt levels of 119 and 105 percent of GDP, respectively. Such a delicate fiscal situation, which severely constrains the macroeconomic and public policy choices of many countries in the region, is the focus of this report. The aim is to, first, understand how we got here and, second, how to think about the fiscal choices that different countries may face.

To see fiscal deficits increase during a slowdown or recession should, of course, not surprise us. Even if the fiscal authority were completely passive and kept government spending and tax rates constant, the endogenous fall in the tax base (consumption and/or income) resulting from the recession itself would reduce tax revenues considerably and hence increase fiscal deficits. This is a helpful conceptual benchmark because it already tells us that, in and of themselves, fiscal deficits are not necessarily bad. The days in which the mere sight of a fiscal deficit would automatically trigger an adjustment should be long gone, and rightly so. As this report will make clear, however, reality is always more complicated and even before asking the question of whether and how much a country should adjust, we need to understand how we got to this situation (the focus of Chapter 1), how fiscal policy is conducted over the business cycle (Chapter 2), and the links between fiscal policy, debt sustainability, and duration of shocks (Chapter 2). Only after answering these questions can practitioners decide whether and by how much fiscal accounts should be adjusted.

How did we get here? In SA, the median fiscal deficit in 2016 was 4.6 percent of GDP higher than in 2011. Interestingly enough, while the median fall in revenues during the same period was 1.4 percent, the median increase in expenditures was 3.6 percent of GDP. In other words, were it not for a substantial increase in spending, fiscal accounts would have deteriorated much less. In contrast, and reflecting the much more stable path of GDP during the same period, MCC experienced a slight fall in the median fiscal deficit of 0.8 percent of GDP, with a median decrease of expenditure of 0.4 percent of GDP and a median increase in revenues of 1.4 percent of GDP. As detailed in Chapter...
1, even when looking at accumulated public expenditures since the year 2000, the median for SA countries was 39 percent of 2000 GDP compared to 33 percent of 2000 GDP for MCC. While MCC relied much more on debt as a source of financing, SA could count on higher revenues, generated by a combination of growth and relatively higher revenue rates. In sum, we learn from Chapter 1 that even though SA and MCC followed quite different fiscal paths since the year 2000, they find themselves in a similar fiscal quagmire in early 2017: high fiscal deficits and large stocks of debt, with the prospect of having to find further fiscal cuts in the midst of low growth (particularly in SA) and policy uncertainty (particularly for MCC).

Having established the basic fiscal facts in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 — the core of the report — analyzes in detail the main fiscal forces that have come into play and shaped fiscal policy as a macroeconomic tool in developing countries in general, and LAC in particular. To this effect, we go back in time and look for basic patterns that may guide us in our quest to understand fiscal policy. The first question to be asked is: how has fiscal policy been conducted over the business cycle during the last 5 decades or so? The evidence shows that, by and large, fiscal policy in developing countries, and LAC in particular, has been procyclical (in fact, the only LAC country that has not been historically procyclical is El Salvador). In other words, fiscal policy has typically been expansionary in good times and contractionary in bad times. Importantly, this is exactly the opposite of what transpires in industrial countries, where fiscal policy has almost always been countercyclical (expansionary in bad times and contractionary in good times). Procyclical fiscal policy is clearly undesirable as it amplifies the already volatile business cycle of LAC countries by making the booms larger and the recessions deeper. So why would the fiscal authority follow such a policy? We conjecture that political economy pressures for more spending in good times coupled with limited access to international credit markets in bad times lie at the heart of this fiscal procyclicality trap.

The question then arises: have some countries been able to switch from procyclical to countercyclical fiscal policy over time? The answer is a definite yes. In fact, if the 1960-2016 period is split before and after the year 2000, 41 percent of formerly procyclical countries were able to switch to countercyclical policies (this number is 39 percent for LAC countries). Whether a country is procyclical or countercyclical is clearly key to understanding its fiscal behavior over the business cycle. If a country is countercyclical, then fiscal deficits in bad times may be partly due to an attempt to stimulate the economy through higher spending and/or lower tax rates. This would explain large increases in spending during 2008-2009 in countries such as Chile, Colombia, and Mexico, as a way to stimulate the economy during the Global Financial Crisis. Chile, in particular, enacted a fiscal stimulus package equivalent to 2.8 percent of GDP, roughly the same order of magnitude as the one implemented in the United States.

Based on this fiscal framework, Chapter 2 proceeds to examine the recent fiscal behavior of many LAC countries through the lenses of procyclical versus countercyclical fiscal policy in order to understand the challenges that lie ahead. While, in the last decade, Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, Paraguay, and Peru have become countercyclical, countries like Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Nicaragua, Panama, and Uruguay have continued to be procyclical. If growth continues to be sluggish, life will clearly be more difficult for the latter group than for the former. In particular, the countercyclical group will have some fiscal space to deploy public expenditures as a stimulus tool, a luxury that the procyclical group will not have.

The report then asks a critical question: is there a link between fiscal procyclicality and debt sustainability? While, in theory, such a link is not necessarily part of the picture, in practice, more procyclical countries tend to have lower credit ratings, suggesting riskier public debt positions. This is not surprising since, by definition, a procyclical country will find itself trying to cut spending in bad times, which is certainly a hard political feat to achieve. Procyclical countries, therefore,
will need to consolidate the fiscal accounts further than otherwise in order to minimize the risks of a deterioration in their credit ratings and hence an increase in credit costs.

Finally, the report explores the possible link between procyclicality and the duration of shocks. In theory, a country should adjust to a negative permanent shock (i.e., should cut expenditure by the same amount as the shock) but can “finance” a temporary shock (i.e., can borrow to keep expenditures roughly constant and repay when good times come back). In practice, of course, policymakers face the extraordinarily difficult situation of needing to assess the possible duration of the shock in real time. This has been a particularly challenging task to handle for commodity exporters once commodity prices started to fall drastically in 2014.

By examining how Chile handles its estimates of the “reference” price for copper (which can be viewed as the estimate of the long-run or “permanent” price of copper), the report argues that prudence is probably the only practical policy choice. By definition, a prudent policymaker will tend to put more weight on a positive shock being temporary and a negative shock being permanent. As a result, the prudent policymaker may, on average, save too much in good times and dis-save (or borrow) too little in bad times. This “excessive” saving could be viewed as the cost of self-insurance, and hence a price that needs to be paid for living in shock-prone or more volatile external environments. Interestingly enough, in bad times a prudent policymaker may mimic, to some extent at least, a procyclical policymaker. But, if anything, this should be viewed as an additional argument to seek the blessings of countercyclical fiscal policies since market-based insurance (which would clearly be the first-best scenario) should be more readily available to countries with higher credit ratings.
Introduction

Gross domestic product (GDP) in the Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) region fell by 1.0 percent in 2016. This negative regional growth rate was driven by the lackluster performance of four relatively large economies: Venezuela, RB (-12.0 percent), Brazil (-3.6 percent), Argentina (-2.3 percent), and Ecuador (-2.1 percent), which together account for around 54 percent of the region’s GDP. However, three small economies that are also net exporters of commodities (Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, and Belize) experienced GDP contractions in 2016 as well. Thus, the adjustment processes triggered by the end of the commodity boom a few years ago are still being felt throughout the region, engulfing large and small economies alike.

Nonetheless, Consensus Forecasts indicate that the region is expected to grow by about 1.5 percent in 2017, due primarily to a modest recovery in Brazil (0.7 percent growth) and growth of 3.0 percent in Argentina. In fact, these forecasts suggest that only Venezuela, RB is expected to face a contraction in 2017, with GDP falling by 3.1 percent. These forecasts, however, might end up being off the mark, as it is clear that LAC is still not out of the woods yet. In particular, LAC economies are facing important fiscal challenges that have yet to be fully absorbed, as most regional economies ended 2016 with fiscal deficits.¹ This report is thus focused on the fiscal issues that have emerged in the aftermath of the global economic slowdown that has been the subject of several previous installments of this LAC semiannual macro-report series (see, for example, de la Torre et al. 2015a and de la Torre et al. 2016).

As in past editions of this semiannual series, the rest of this report is organized around two chapters. The first reviews the growth prospects of the region for 2016 and 2017 in light of its performance since the beginning of the 21st century and of the performance of the global economy. As the global economy has slowed down since 2011, the LAC region has faced various challenges, including fiscal pressures especially in commodity-dependent economies ranging from Mexico and Colombia to Trinidad and Tobago. In this context, Chapter 1 examines how rising public sector expenditures were funded and financed since 2000. This analysis of the origins of the current fiscal challenges facing LAC economies is capped by a descriptive assessment of the ensuing process of fiscal adjustments

¹ In this report, South America includes all economies located south and east of Panama, including Trinidad and Tobago, Suriname and Guyana. The economies from Mexico, Central America and the (geographic) Caribbean include the following: Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Costa Rica, Dominica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines. These definitions differ from the World Bank country group definitions in which Trinidad and Tobago, Suriname and Guyana are grouped under the Caribbean.
that took place in most economies, from South America to Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean.

The fact that most LAC economies are currently facing fiscal deficits is where the similarities among this diverse group of economies end because, in principle, the need for fiscal adjustment will depend on various factors, such as the state of the business cycle, debt sustainability, and the duration of specific shocks, all of which may vary across countries. The second chapter, which is the heart of the report, thus analyzes the cyclical properties of fiscal policy in LAC from a historical perspective. More specifically, it provides an overview of the cyclical properties of LAC fiscal policies since the 1960s, which highlights the tendency of developing economies to exhibit procyclical fiscal policies, on both the expenditure and taxation sides of the fiscal balance. Procyclical fiscal policy implies that fiscal policy is expansionary in good times and contractionary in bad times, which can lead to the amplification of economic cycles.

Yet, several LAC economies, including Chile, Costa Rica, Mexico, and Paraguay seem to have shifted towards countercyclical spending policies during the 21st century, particularly in response to the Global Financial Crisis of 2008/9. Chapter 2 points out, however, that the shift towards countercyclical fiscal policy does not, by itself, ensure that fiscal policy will be on a sustainable path. While, in theory, there is no necessary relationship between the cyclical properties of fiscal spending and debt sustainability, the evidence indicates that there is. Specifically, economies with more procyclical fiscal policy tend to have worse credit ratings.

Finally, the chapter explores a very important practical consideration: to properly conduct fiscal policy over the business cycle, policymakers should be able to ascertain if a shock is temporary or permanent. As is well-known, governments should adjust to a permanent negative shock but borrow to finance a temporary one. In practice, however, the duration of any particular shock is rather hard to evaluate. We argue that a “prudent” policymaker should tend to think of positive shocks as temporary and negative shocks as permanent and will thus tend to save more in good times and dis-save less (or borrow less) in bad times. While this “excess” saving could be viewed as the cost of self-insuring, it is interesting to note that the prudent policymaker will appear to act procyclically in bad times.
Chapter 1:
Growth, Adjustments, and Financing Needs in the 21st Century

Introduction

This chapter provides a bird’s eye view of recent growth performance and Consensus Forecasts for most economies of the region. It includes a comparison with past medium-term growth rates and a focus on the role of external drivers of LAC growth. As the external drivers of growth have subsided, without any evidence that these trends are likely to be reversed any time soon, it is likely that domestic factors, including fiscal policies, have become more important as drivers of growth across all of LAC. These issues are covered in the following section.

In turn, the chapter analyzes how rising government expenditures were either funded by rising public revenues or financed by increases in net debt. Countries with high revenue rates and/or high average growth rates since 2000 tended to accumulate less public debt than economies that did not benefit from a growth spurt. After the global and regional growth slowdowns took root around 2011, LAC economies faced challenges associated with fiscal adjustments. This occurred to varying degrees and with notable heterogeneity within LAC. Roughly speaking, economies from South America (SA) generally have higher primary fiscal deficits than the typical economy from Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean (MCC), with a few exceptions that are discussed in detail below. Also, the Caribbean and Central American economies tend to face issues related to interest payments on accumulated debt to a greater extent, but again with notable exceptions that are discussed below.

LAC Growth Performance in the 21st Century

As already mentioned, the LAC region is expected to grow by about 1.5 percent in 2017. This modest rebound, however, is coming on the heels of a protracted slowdown that began around 2011. As discussed in previous installments of this series, this slowdown was surprising in that the realized growth rates since then have tended to come in below market expectations. In other words, even though the slowdown percolated gradually throughout LAC, its longevity and depth were somewhat surprising.

In terms of the slowdown, it is reasonable to ask if global factors were behind it. Figure 1.1 shows the GDP growth rates of LAC alongside those of major global economies and other middle-income
economies from Europe and Central Asia (ECA) and South East Asia (SEA). The bars on the left-hand side (LHS) of the figure are weighted averages for each group, whereas the last four bar charts on the right-hand side (RHS) of the figure correspond to the median (or typical) country in four LAC groupings, namely LAC, South America, Central America and the Caribbean (CC), and the small economies of LAC (defined as any economy with less than five million workers, which corresponds to the median size across the world).³

For all cases, we show the average annual growth rates during 2003-2011 excluding 2009 when global GDP dropped dramatically, because this sudden fall in economic activity ended up being temporary. Figure 1.1 also shows the annual averages for 2012-2015, the period of the gradual slowdown in LAC, followed by the group averages for 2016 and the forecasts for 2017.

---

² The countries included in the comparator group from Europe and Central Asia (ECA) are Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, and Turkey. The countries in Southeast Asia (SEA) are Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand.

³ Workers refer to working-age population (age 16 through 64). This measure is used to account for potential differences in labor force participation.
Regarding the large economies that drive the global business cycle, Figure 1.1 shows the weighted average of the G-7 group of industrialized economies, for which the United States contributes close to 50 percent of total GDP. The graph also shows China’s growth rates.

The global slowdown is reflected in the decline of the G-7 growth rate, from an average annual rate of 2.0 percent during 2003-2011 (excluding the outlier of 2009) to 1.6 percent in 2012-2015, and 1.5 percent in 2016. The forecast for the G-7 in 2017 is slightly higher at 1.8 percent (according to the Consensus Forecasts as of March 2017). Yet China is expected to continue growing at a healthy rate above 6 percent in 2016 and 2017. However impressive the China numbers look in comparison to the rest of the world, they are still well below its performance prior to 2011. The fact that China’s and global growth are expected to remain at the aforementioned levels indicates that the global factors that have contributed to the LAC slowdown since 2011 are here to stay. Chapter 2 will return to this issue because the nature of external shocks – whether they are permanent or transitory – has important implications for the management of fiscal policy.

Regarding growth in LAC, Figure 1.1 shows that the weighted average growth rate for LAC declined sharply after 2011. After reaching 5.0 percent during 2003-2011, it declined to an average below 2.0 percent during 2012-2015, with a slight contraction of 0.2 percent in 2015. It was followed by a recession in 2016, with growth falling by 1.0 percent. Fortunately, the forecasts suggest that the region will return to positive growth in 2017. It cannot be overstated how much the slowdown in the region’s weighted average growth rate was driven by large economies of SA, as mentioned in the introduction. The contribution of SA to the regional slowdown is abundantly clear in Figure 1.1 as well, which shows the dramatic decline of this sub-region’s growth rate. Meanwhile, the average growth rate of Mexico was about 3.4 percent during 2003-2011 (excluding 2009). Like SA, its growth also declined thereafter, albeit more gradually. It reached 2.5 percent during 2012-2015, and 2.3 percent in 2016. The estimate of Consensus Forecasts is that it will grow by about 1.4 percent in 2017. Mexico is a special case in that its slowdown was less dramatic than SA’s, but it was more severe than that of CC. The latter’s growth rate during 2003-2011 (excluding 2009) was 4.8 percent, declined to 3.6 percent in 2012-2015, but grew by more than 4.0 percent in 2016.

The notable LAC slowdown, particularly that of SA becomes even starker when compared to other emerging economies. The comparator regions of ECA and SEA did not experience the same dramatic growth slowdown as either LAC as a whole or SA. This fact should make readers ponder about whether external or domestic factors were responsible for the slowdown that became a recession in SA.

Moving away from weighted averages that are influenced by the largest economies in each sub-group, and for the sake of completeness, the right-hand side bars in Figure 1.1 present the median annual GDP growth rates for LAC, SA, CC and the small economies of LAC. It suffices to note that the median or typical LAC economy experienced a notable if less dramatic slowdown than SA or LAC as a whole. The typical LAC economy, from SA, CC or small economies, is now converging to an annual growth rate just slightly above 2 percent in 2016 and 2017. This is well below the more than 4 percent annual growth that was typical in LAC during 2003-11, which was due to high growth rates among SA economies, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Finally, Figure 1.2 shows Consensus Forecasts for the growth of all LAC economies, which are compared to the typical (median) growth rate of 2016. Again, it is clear that, on average, the economies of MCC are growing faster than the economies of SA. In fact, the top five fastest growing economies are from MCC, namely the Dominican Republic, Panama, Nicaragua, Antigua and Barbuda, and Costa Rica. Of the top ten fastest growing economies, only three (Paraguay, Bolivia, and Peru) are from SA. It is thus natural to ask if there is a pattern here related to the drivers of short-term growth. This is the subject of the following sub-section.

**The Growth Slowdown and the Role of Global Factors**

Previous editions of this semiannual report series have reported the results from our Wind Index Model (WIM), which estimates the effects of four external factors on LAC growth rates by country (see de la Torre et al. 2013). The explanatory variables are the growth rate of the Group of 7 economies (G7), the growth rate of China, an index of commodity prices, and the United States Treasury bill interest rate as a proxy for the global cost of capital. Figure 1.3 shows two sets of results. Panel A shows the partial elasticities with respect to China’s growth rate (vertical axis) and the G7 growth rate (horizontal axis). The graph also shows a 45-degree line, so that the country estimates that lie above this line are countries for which China’s growth rate has a higher impact than the G7 growth rate. These results come from a model specification that excludes the commodity price index.
FIGURE 1.3. External Drivers of Growth: G7 versus China

PANEL A. Excluding Global Commodity Prices

PANEL B. Including Global Commodity Prices

Notes: The elasticities were obtained from individual country regressions of year-on-year GDP growth on G-7 growth, China’s growth, the CRB commodity index growth, and the U.S. 10 year treasury rate. The growth series for all the countries start in 1994q1 and end in 2016q4, with the exceptions of Bolivia (ending in 2016q2), Colombia (starting in 2000q1), Guatemala (starting in 2001q1), Honduras (starting in 2000q1), Jamaica (starting in 1996q1), and Uruguay (starting in 1997q1). The solid line is the 45 degree line. Sources: Bloomberg, National Accounts.

Panel B is similar, but shows the results with the full model that includes the commodity price index with the size and color of the bubbles representing the magnitude and sign of the estimated impacts of fluctuations in the commodity price index on the GDP growth rate of LAC economies.4

Panel A provides a clear picture of the bifurcation of the LAC region. All countries that lie above the 45-degree line are from SA, whereas all the countries below the line are from MCC, except for Chile which is very close to the line. Panel B shows that, after controlling for commodity prices, Chile falls squarely on the line, thus indicating that the effect of a one-percent change in the growth rate of China has about the same effect on Chilean GDP growth as a one percent change in the growth of the G7. In Panel B, it is also worth noting that the elasticity of Mexico’s growth with respect to China is slightly

4 The sample of LAC countries included in the analysis presented in this sub-section is limited by the availability of quarterly GDP time series data, which is needed to estimate the WIM.
negative after controlling for commodity prices, which is consistent with the view that Mexico and China are competitors that export similar products to third markets (see de la Torre et al. 2015b). Further, commodity prices appear to have a statistically significant positive effect on Mexico, which is also the only country below that 45-degree line that is positively affected by commodity prices, probably due to its fiscal dependence on oil revenues. Overall, beyond the evidence on the bifurcation of LAC into economies that are more tightly linked to China versus those that are more tightly linked to the G7 business cycle, Figure 1.3 suggests that geography and dependence on commodities are also important considerations for understanding cross-country growth patterns in the short run. The remaining issue is whether these external factors help explain the slowdown after 2011.

To assess the relative importance of external versus domestic factors, Figure 1.4 provides a decomposition of sources of changes in the growth rates of LAC economies for three years: between 2013 and 2014 (Panel A), between 2014 and 2015 (Panel B), and between 2015 and 2016 (Panel C).
In addition, Table 1.1 shows the changes in the external factors, which helps make sense of the results presented in Figure 1.4.

Table 1.1 makes clear that the external factors were largely positive between 2013 and 2014, especially for commodity-dependent economies. China’s growth rate fell by 0.4 percent, the U.S. Treasury bill rate rose only modestly, while G7 growth and commodity prices rose considerably. Hence, it is not surprising that the changes in growth rates between 2013 and 2014 were, by and large, not driven by external factors. Paraguay is a case in point. Its growth rate declined from 13 percent in 2013 to 2 percent in 2014 because the economy enjoyed the fruits of an abnormally large harvest of soybeans in 2013.

However, external factors (in red) played a more notable role in the subsequent years shown in Figure 1.4, Panels B and C. In Panel B, it is clear that economies such as Brazil and Ecuador were negatively affected by the large decline in the rate of growth of commodity prices between 2014 and 2015 (see Table 1.1). In contrast, the same external factors contributed positively to the growth of Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic, two economies that import commodities whose prices tumbled (e.g. oil). Yet domestic factors were also important contributors to changes in growth rates across most LAC countries, as reflected in the size of the blue bars in Panel B.

Panel C confirms that external factors have tended to have opposite effects on the growth rate of LAC economies with different economic structures and located in different geographic sub-regions. As was the case for the changes in growth rates between 2014 and 2015, external factors had opposite effects on Brazil and Ecuador compared to Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic. In general, however, external factors played a large role in explaining the changing growth patterns between 2014 and 2015, less so between 2015 and 2016, and played a negligible role between 2013 and 2014. It is therefore clear that the slowdown in LAC was not due only to external factors; domestic factors, including fiscal policy, were undoubtedly important as well.

### How Rising LAC Public Expenditures Were Funded or Financed in the 21st Century

When public expenditures rise, they are either funded by rising public revenues or financed by increases in net public debt. This section provides an accounting of how large the rise of public expenditures was across most LAC economies since 2000, and how they were either funded with new public revenues or financed by increases in net debt. In turn, public revenues (which help fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.1. Changes in the Growth Rates of External Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in G-7 Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in US 10 Year Yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Commodity Price Index Growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Bloomberg.
expenditures, thus reducing the need to issue debt) can rise as a consequence of changes in the revenue rate (defined as public revenues over GDP) or by rising GDP for a given revenue rate.

Figure 1.5 shows the results of a decomposition exercise covering MCC in Panel A, and SA in Panel B. To be precise, the contributions of GDP growth and changes in the revenue rate (that is, public revenues as a share of GDP) to the change in total revenue ($\Delta R$) can be formalized as follows:

1. contribution of growth to $\Delta R = r \times \Delta GDP$, and
2. contribution of changes in the revenue rate to $\Delta R = \Delta r \times GDP + \Delta r \times \Delta GDP$.

Regarding the notation, $R$ is public revenues, and $r$ is the revenue rate. Hence, the first equation simply states that the contribution of changes in GDP to changes in revenues is equal to the product of the initial revenue rate times the change in GDP. Dividing both sides by the initial GDP yields an equation where the change in revenues as a share of initial GDP (that is of the year 2000) is equal to the GDP growth rate times the initial revenue rate. A key point here is that the contribution of growth to revenue generation depends, by construction, on the initial revenue rate.

In equation (2) of the decomposition, the contribution of changes in the revenue rate, $r$, to changes in revenues is equal to the change in the revenue rate times GDP, plus a second term that is equal to the product of changes in the revenue rate times the changes in GDP. Again, dividing both sides of equation (2) by the initial GDP yields an equation in terms of GDP growth rates. Admittedly, this setup gives extra weight to the role of changes in the revenue rate due to the influence of the second term. Yet, as shown below, this component nevertheless played a minor role in the fiscal accounting of LAC economies in the 21st century.

The vertical axes in Figure 1.5 measure the average annual value of total public expenditures accumulated during 2000-2016 as a share of each economy’s GDP as of 2000. The red portion of the bar corresponds to the contribution on the revenue side provided by the initial revenue rate (as a share of GDP in the year 2000). The blue portion is the contribution of growth, and the tan portion is the
contribution of changes in the revenue rate since 2000. Lastly, the contribution of net public debt is shown in the green-colored portions.

The first notable finding is that the growth of public expenditures was typically more pronounced for SA than for MCC. This is reflected in the higher median height of the bars. Also, only Guatemala, Panama (in Panel A), and Venezuela, RB (in Panel B) had a decline in their revenue rates relative to their initial values. The rest of the region experienced increases in the revenue rates, although growth and net debt accumulation were more important.

Among the MCC economies shown in Panel A, Panama is the economy with the largest contribution to the funding of its growing public expenditures coming from GDP growth. This is unsurprising because Panama grew by more than 6.2 percent per year. Among SA, Trinidad and Tobago grew by more than 4.2 percent per year. But, in both cases, the contribution of growth was high also because both economies had relatively high initial revenue rates in the year 2000: 23.4 percent of GDP in Panama and 26.7 percent in Trinidad and Tobago.

In contrast, Panel B shows that SA economies tended to have higher public expenditures relative to their 2000 GDPs than MCC economies. This was only partly due to their higher initial revenue rates, and it was funded mostly by either GDP growth or by increases in revenue rates. As mentioned, Venezuela, RB, is the exception, as its revenue rate actually declined, and thus had to rely more on financing with increases in net public debt (as measured by the average overall annual fiscal deficits).5

Figure 1.6 zooms in on the role of net debt financing. The comparison between MCC and SA is stark; the typical (or median) MCC economy accumulated net debt to the tune of 14 percent of their 2000 GDPs as a share of their 2000 GDP, whereas the typical SA economy had net debt accumulation of only 5 percent of their 2000 GDP.

**FIGURE 1.6. Change in Net Debt as a Source of Financing**

| PANEL A. MCC | PANEL B. SA |

Note: The bars in the figure show the countries’ average annual change in net debt as a source of financing during 2000-2016, as a share of 2000 GDP. Sources: WEO.

---

5 This indicator of the change in net public debt does not necessarily equal the change in each government’s reported gross or net public debt, because governments have different debt management and reporting practices.
GDP, while the median for SA was less than half of that at close to 7 percent. Venezuela, RB, is the clear outlier among SA economies, as mentioned above.

Taking a step back, the variety of LAC experiences during the 21st century yields three empirical regularities concerning the funding and financing of growing public expenditures. First, the contribution of economic growth to raising revenues depends not only on the rate of growth itself, but also on an economy's (initial) revenue rate. Figure 1.7, Panel A confirms that there is, in fact, a positive correlation between the portion of public expenditures that was funded through growth and...
the initial revenue rate. This explains why a country such as Costa Rica, which grew quite fast, with an average GDP growth rate of about 4.0 percent, raised a relatively small amount of revenues with this growth. This occurred because Costa Rica’s initial revenue rate was about 12 percent of GDP in the year 2000.

Second, countries that were able to fund large portions of their growing public expenditures with economic growth were the ones that needed to accumulate less (net) public debt. This negative correlation is confirmed in Panel B of Figure 1.7, although it is not statistically significant. When two outliers, Venezuela, RB, and Antigua and Barbuda, are excluded from the sample, the negative correlation becomes stronger, as shown in Panel B. In addition, the performances of Panama and Trinidad and Tobago also weakened the estimated correlation. That is, these two small economies that grew fast while having relatively high revenue rates at the beginning of the 21st century could have had less of a need to raise their net debt levels had they not expanded their public expenditures so much. This is what happened in, for example, Peru and Chile, with the latter being the only country in the sample that managed to reduce its net debt (implying that on average it had fiscal surpluses).

Third, the economies that relied more on increases in net public debt were also the ones that ended up having higher interest payments as a share of GDP in 2016. This positive correlation is shown in Figure 1.7, Panel C. Venezuela, RB, is an outlier in that relationship, probably because of measurement issues. However, Antigua and Barbuda is also a glaring outlier. The relationship between the average annual change in net debt during 2000-2016 and the interest bill in 2016 becomes steeper and more statistically significant after removing these two outliers from the sample, as shown in Panel C.

Jamaica and Brazil, however, seem to be outliers in terms of the size of their interest payments as a share of GDP. The case of Jamaica is not surprising because it was unable to rely on growth to generate public revenues. In fact, its average growth rate was 0.7 percent per annum during 2000-2016, which was so low that its relatively high initial revenue rate of over 26 percent of GDP was not enough to compensate for its low growth. In contrast, Brazil did rely on modest growth (of about 2.9 percent per year) combined with a high initial revenue rate of over 31 percent of its GDP in the year 2000 to generate public revenues. Yet Brazil’s public expenditure outpaced its growth and revenue generation capacity, which in turn increased its net debt. Still, the size of Brazil’s interest bill as a share of GDP in 2016 was an outlier, probably because of a complex combination of factors associated with increases in its domestic interest rates, which raised the cost of financing during the past few years.

In terms of funding and financing of growing public expenditures, the key differences between SA and MCC can be summarized as follows. SA economies were able to fund their growing public expenditures with growth to a greater extent than the typical MCC economy, partly because they had higher initial revenue rates. One fast-growing economy from MCC, namely Panama, which had a relatively high revenue rate at the beginning of the 21st century, was an outlier within MCC. In turn,

---

6 Table A.1 in the Appendix contains the sample of countries and the corresponding variables that are used in the analyses presented in Figure 1.7.

7 Venezuela, RB is an outlier possibly because the government’s reported interest payments do not include the interest payments of other government entities such as state-owned enterprises.
economies in SA that funded their growing expenditures through growth needed to accumulate less net debt than MCC economies, which, on average during 2000-2016, tended to have lower growth rates, lower initial revenue rates, or both. And since MCC economies tended to accumulate relatively more net debt, they also tended to face mounting challenges related to rising interest payments on their public debt, which are now reflected in the size of their interest payments as a share of GDP in 2016.

**Fiscal Adjustments in LAC since the Onset of the Growth Slowdown**

After taking stock of accumulated sources of funding and financing of growing public expenditures in the past sixteen years, and before turning our attention to the cyclical properties of fiscal policies in LAC, it is important to keep in mind that the accumulation of public revenues and debt did not occur smoothly. Rather, LAC economies weathered dramatic business cycles during the 21st century. As mentioned earlier, as the growth slowdown percolated throughout the region, economies were forced to face up to the challenge of fiscal adjustments. In other words, as the growth channel for raising revenues cooled off, numerous economies endured a partially endogenous process of fiscal adjustment driven by the decline in the tax base (or a slowdown in the growth of the tax base).

Figure 1.8 illustrates the extent of the fiscal adjustments that took place between 2011 and 2016. The levels of primary and overall fiscal balances as of 2016 (as a share of GDP) for SA and MCC appear in Panel A. Panel B shows the changes in revenues, expenditures and fiscal balances for both SA and MCC, as shares of GDP. The blue diamonds represent the change in the fiscal balance as a percent of GDP between 2011 and 2016. The red bars represent the changes in revenues; the tan bars show the changes in expenditures.

The first noteworthy finding is that the typical (or median) MCC economy tended to have lower fiscal deficits than the typical SA economy. The median MCC deficit in 2016 was about 2.1 percent of GDP, compared to 5.2 percent for SA. There are only two MCC economies that had deficits above the median for SA, namely Costa Rica and Barbados, in that order – see Panel A. Given the previously discussed finding that MCC economies tended to have higher interest bills as a share of GDP in 2016 than the economies of SA, the higher overall deficits in SA were therefore due to their relatively high primary fiscal deficits.

Another glaring contrast between the fiscal adjustments of SA and MCC is that the latter group experienced adjustments in their fiscal accounts characterized by rising revenues, declining expenditures as a share of GDP, or both, while SA experienced falling revenues, increases in expenditures or both. There are exceptions, however. Both St. Kitts and Nevis and Haiti experienced substantial declines in public revenues as a share of GDP between 2011 and 2016 of roughly 5 percentage points, which is high even by SA standards. These outliers aside, the median SA economy experienced increases in public expenditures of 3.6 percentage points of GDP, while the median country in MCC experienced declines in expenditures of about 0.4 percentage points of GDP. Likewise, the median SA economies confronted a decline in revenues of about 1.4 percentage points of GDP, while the median MCC economy enjoyed an increase of 1.4 percentage points of GDP.
FIGURE 1.8. Fiscal Balances and Adjustments in LAC

PANEL A. 2016 Fiscal and Primary Balances

PANEL B. 2011-2016 Fiscal Adjustments

Notes: The data used for the figure is of annual frequency. The values for the total and primary fiscal deficits correspond to 2016. Changes are computed between the last observation (2016) and 2011. Sources: WEO.
These results are consistent with the fact that MCC, in contrast with SA, did not experience a dramatic decline in growth between 2011 and 2016, as discussed above.

The analyses of fiscal adjustments since the slowdown began in the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis of 2008/9 are descriptive. In principle, we cannot derive strong normative conclusions from such analyses, except to note that the nature of the current fiscal challenges faced by different LAC economies is, in fact, different. The main reason is that growth plays such an important role as a source of public revenues that the observed fiscal adjustments presented in Figure 1.8, Panel B could be at least partially due to the endogenous response of revenues and expenditures to short-term fluctuations in GDP. The next chapter, however, turns our attention to the heart of the matter by analyzing the performance of LAC fiscal policies over the business cycle, beginning with a look back to the recent history of fiscal policymaking in the region and the rest of the world.
Chapter 2: How is Fiscal Policy Conducted over the Business Cycle? Then and Now

Introduction

It would certainly be fair to say that, over more than five decades, LAC has had a “tormented” relationship with fiscal policy as a stabilization tool over the business cycle (as opposed to fiscal policy as a tool for allocating public monies according to societal preferences and social needs). In particular – and as will be analyzed in detail below – LAC countries have typically pursued procyclical fiscal policy; that is, they have tended to implement expansionary fiscal policy during booms and contractionary fiscal policy during busts. This is, of course, the opposite of what textbook Keynesianism would recommend that policymakers do (i.e., expand fiscal policy in bad times to stimulate the economy and contract fiscal policy in good times to cool down the economy) and also contrary to neo-classical prescriptions that would simply require that fiscal policy not be used as a stabilization tool (and hence should be acyclical). Pursuing a procyclical fiscal policy not only runs counter to these classical theoretical prescriptions but also appears rather puzzling because such fiscal policy would actually amplify an already volatile business cycle, making booms stronger and recessions deeper. Why would policymakers embark in such fiscal behavior?

As shown in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.8), fiscal balances in South America worsened during the slowdown/recession of 2011-2016, with the median overall deficit reaching 5.2 percent of GDP in 2016. Fiscal deficits are also high in MCC, with a median of 2.1 percent of GDP though, as discussed in Chapter 1, the path that led to such fiscal conditions was different from the one in South American countries.

More specifically, from 2011 to 2016, the median increase in the fiscal deficit for SA countries was 4.6 percent of GDP, with revenues falling by 1.4 percent and government spending increasing by 3.6 percent. In fact, there is nothing surprising (or “wrong”) with tax revenues falling during a slowdown or recession. Indeed, this is to be expected since the tax base (either income or consumption) falls as economic activity slows down. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, which shows the correlation between the cyclical components of real tax revenues and real GDP for 74 countries (20 industrial, 43 non-

---

8 Like traditional textbook models, modern theoretical work by Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (2011) and Nakata (2016) show that, in a stochastic model with sticky prices, the optimal fiscal policy is countercyclical. The classical reference on neo-classical optimal fiscal policy is Lucas and Stokey (1983).

9 Specifically, the median fiscal deficits in SA for 2011 and 2016 were 0.1 and 5.2 percent, respectively. The corresponding figures for revenues were 27.9 and 28.4 percent, and for expenditures 30.4 and 33.4 percent.
LAC developing, and 11 LAC). In 70 out of 74 countries (or 95 percent), this correlation is positive and highly significant, indicating that tax revenues tend to increase in booms and decrease in busts.

In many LAC countries that rely principally on value-added taxation (VAT), the corresponding tax base (consumption) is particularly volatile, with the standard deviation of annual consumption growth being 1.5 times that of GDP. In fact, even if the fiscal authority (FA) were raising tax rates in bad times in an attempt to close a fiscal gap, the output-elasticity of the tax base is typically so high that this effect may dominate and tax revenues may still fall. In other words, just by looking at tax revenues, one would not be able to tell whether the FA is increasing or reducing tax rates since the endogenous fall in the tax base will most likely reduce tax revenues regardless of the change in tax rates.

On the other hand, as already mentioned, the median increase in government spending for SA countries during the 2011-2016 period was 3.6 percent of GDP. Again, in and of itself, such an increase is not necessarily bad or good. For starters, we would need to distinguish between the trend and the cyclical components. Only after isolating the cyclical components would we be able to tell whether the FA is acting acyclically (i.e., keeping the cyclical component of government spending constant), countercyclically (i.e., increasing the cyclical component of government spending in bad times), or procyclically (i.e., decreasing the cyclical component of government spending in bad times). As already mentioned, the first case would be the neo-classical view, the second case would be the

---

**FIGURE 2.1. Correlation between the Cyclical Components of Real Tax Revenues and Real GDP**

![Graph showing correlation between cyclical components of real tax revenues and real GDP](image)

**Notes:** Only countries with more than 5 years of tax revenues in IFS were included. Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). Tan, red and blue bars denote non-LAC developing, LAC, and industrial countries respectively. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent level of a standard two-tailed means test respectively. Sources: LCRCE, based on data from IFS and WEO.
textbook Keynesian policy of using fiscal policy as an output-stabilization tool, while the third case would be puzzling since it would amplify the underlying business cycle, making booms stronger and recessions more pronounced (the so-called “when-it-rains-it-pours” phenomenon, identified by Kaminsky, Reinhart, and Végh, 2004).

**How Has Fiscal Policy Been Conducted in LAC over the Business Cycle?**

To assess how the fiscal authority has conducted fiscal policy in any given country, it is critical to look at how it has handled its policy *instruments*. While we may certainly be interested in looking also at policy *outcomes* (and, needless to say, policy outcomes will be influenced by changes in policy instruments), it is the behavior of fiscal policy *instruments* that will tell us about the cyclical properties of fiscal policy.

In principle, the policy instruments of the FA are government spending and tax *rates*. How have they behaved in different groups of countries, including LAC? Figure 2.2 shows the correlation

![FIGURE 2.2: Correlation between the Cyclical Components of Real Government Spending and Real GDP](image)

**Notes:** Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). Tan, red, and blue bars denote non-LAC developing, LAC, and industrial countries respectively. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent level of a standard two-tailed means test respectively. Sources: LCRCE, based on data from WEO and National Accounts.
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10 We say “in principle” because, particularly for industrial countries, government spending may include some components that are non-discretionary (a typical example would be the so-called automatic stabilizers). For this reason – and insofar as the data allow us – we use measures of government spending that are as narrow as possible.
between the cyclical components of real GDP and real government spending for 96 countries (21 industrial, 55 non-LAC developing, and 20 LAC) for the period 1960-2016. Industrial countries are denoted by blue bars, non-LAC developing countries by tan bars, and LAC countries by red bars. As indicated in the figure, a positive correlation implies procyclical government spending policy because it means that government spending increases in booms and falls in busts. Conversely, a negative correlation denotes countercyclical government spending policy because it implies that government spending is increasing in bad times and falling in good times.

The visual impression conveyed by Figure 2.2 is striking. With only few exceptions (notably Greece and Portugal), all industrial countries have been countercyclical, with an average correlation of -0.19, significant at the 1 percent level. In sharp contrast, 65 out 75 developing countries (or 87 percent) have typically pursued procyclical spending policy, with an average correlation of 0.24, significant at the one percent level. In terms of LAC, 19 out of 20 have been procyclical (or 95 percent), with an average correlation of 0.23 (and significant at the one percent level), in line with the average of 0.25 for non-LAC developing countries. On average, therefore, LAC countries are no different from other developing economies in terms of their historical tendency to pursue procyclical government spending policy.12

**FIGURE 2.3. Correlation between the Cyclical Components of the Tax Index and Real GDP**

Notes: Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). Tan, red and blue bars denote non-LAC developing, LAC, and industrial countries respectively. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent level of a standard two-tailed means test respectively. † indicates significance at 10.1% level. Sources: Vegh and Vuletin (2015).

---

11 Updated figure from Reinhart, Kaminsky, and Végh (2004).

What about tax rates? While data on tax rates is much harder to come by (and hence the cyclicality of tax policy has been much less analyzed), there is evidence suggesting that the procyclicality just documented for the spending side also holds for the taxation side. Based on a novel dataset that comprises value-added, corporate, and personal income tax for 62 countries (20 industrial and 42 developing, which includes 14 LAC countries), Végh and Vuletin (2015) constructed a tax index where the different tax rates are weighted by the relative importance of the respective revenues in total revenues. Figure 2.3 shows the correlation between the cyclical components of the tax index and real GDP for the above-mentioned 62 countries. Notice that, in this case, a positive value of the correlation indicates countercyclical tax policy (tax rates increase in good times and fall in bad times) whereas a negative value captures procyclical tax policy (tax rates increase in bad times and fall in good times). The evidence shows that the average correlation for industrial countries is not significantly different from zero, whereas for non-LAC developing countries it is -0.17 (and significant at the one percent level) and for LAC countries it is -0.12 and almost significant at the 10 percent level.13 Thus, contrary to industrial countries, fiscal policy has also been procyclical on the taxation side in developing countries (including LAC).

Why Has Fiscal Policy Been Procyclical in Developing Countries?

The fact that fiscal policy has been typically procyclical in developing countries in general (and LAC countries in particular) poses an intriguing puzzle. After all, why would the fiscal authority pursue a fiscal policy (expansionary in good times and contractionary in bad times) that will exacerbate the already volatile cycle exhibited by developing economies?

In practice, of course, there are many reasons why the fiscal authority may behave in this sub-optimal way. As always in economics, agents often face constraints that force them to behave in second- or even third-best ways. Based on an extensive literature, there are two main explanations for the puzzling behavior of fiscal policy.

The first one (which applies to the contractionary phase of the business cycle) is related to countries’ inability to borrow in bad times. In a textbook world, countries would deal with the ups and downs of the business cycle by borrowing in bad times (to weather the storm so to speak) and repaying (saving) in good times. In reality, unfortunately, many countries (particularly developing and emerging economies) are essentially cut-off from international credit markets during bad times. Under these circumstances, the options are clear: the country either defaults (as a last resort) or contracts fiscal policy (i.e., reduces spending and increases taxes) in a desperate attempt to close the fiscal gap. Not surprisingly, most countries choose the second option and therefore pursue contractionary fiscal policy in bad times.14

---

13 Unfortunately, the rather small sample of LAC countries gives the test little power; the p-value is nonetheless 0.101.

14 For theoretical analyses of this channel, see, among others, Riascos and Végh (2003), Cuadra, Sanchez, and Sapriza (2010), and Bauducco and Caprioli (2014).
In good times, the combination of plentiful tax revenues and relatively cheap access to international credit often proves irresistible and fiscal authorities frequently engage in spending binges that they later come to regret. The fact that a lot of requests for increased spending may have merit in and of themselves (i.e., building schools, improving infrastructure, and so forth) only adds to the pressure to spend. As a result, a cardinal rule of public finance is broken: permanent expenditures should never be financed out of temporary increases in revenues. Doing so simply sows the seeds for the next fiscal adjustment during bad times. In practice, however, it is extremely common for governments to dramatically increase their spending (and even reduce taxes) during booms that will not last, thus engaging in procyclical government spending. In fact, countries are often so eager to spend in good times that their spending is actually greater than the corresponding windfall, a phenomenon often referred to as the “voracity effect.”

In sum, the combination of political economy pressures to spend in good times and borrowing constraints in bad times typically leads to governments being “forced” to spend too much in good times (in particular, to spend out of temporary rather than permanent revenues) and to cut spending and raise taxes in bad times. This procyclicality trap is particularly relevant for countries, such as most in LAC, who already have quite a volatile business cycle due to external factors. Instead of using fiscal policy as a stabilization tool, it instead becomes an amplifier of the business cycle, which carries a myriad of costs including hitting the most vulnerable harder in bad times.

**The Shift towards Countercyclical Fiscal Policy**

While the above characterization of fiscal policy in the developing world – and LAC in particular – may convey the impression of a permanently problematic state of affairs, the opposite is true. Far from being a static phenomenon, the conduct of fiscal policy over the business cycle is a dynamic process that constantly changes as policymakers learn how to best manage cyclical fiscal policy in turbulent times, build buffers to better handle volatile fiscal revenues, and learn from each other’s experiences. At the same time, improvements in domestic political institutions and easier access to international credit relaxed some of the constraints countries have faced in the past that led to fiscal procyclicality.

---

15 For theoretical analysis of this channel, see, for example, Tornell and Lane (1998, 1999), Talvi and Végh (2005), Alesina and Tabellini (2008), and Ilzetzki (2011). Econometric evidence in support of both channels mentioned above can be found in Lane (2003) and Calderón and Schmidt-Hebbel (2008).
FIGURE 2.4. Procyclicality Before and After 2000

PANEL A. 1960-1999

Notes: The y-axis is the correlation between the cyclical components of real government spending and real GDP for the specified time period. Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). Tan, red and blue bars denote non-LAC developing, LAC, and industrial countries respectively. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent level of a standard two-tailed means test respectively. Sources: LCRCE, based on data from WEO and National Accounts.

PANEL B. 2000-2016

Avg. Industrial = -0.18**
Avg. Developing (non-LAC) = 0.27***
Avg. LAC = 0.24***
In this light, it is not surprising that over time many developing countries (including, of course, LAC countries) have been able to escape the fiscal procyclicality trap (see Frankel, Végh, and Vuletin, 2013). The two panels in Figure 2.4 visually show this phenomenon in a rather striking way. The 1960-2016 sample used in Figure 2.2 is divided into two sub-samples. The top panel shows the correlations between the cyclical components of government spending and real GDP for the period 1960-1999, whereas the bottom panel illustrates the same variable for the period 2000-2016.

Given the long sample, it is not surprising to see that the average correlation for 1960-1999 (0.24 for the case of LAC) in the top panel of Figure 2.4 is essentially the same as in Figure 2.2. The relevant comparison is with the bottom panel of Figure 2.4, which covers the period 2000-2016. The visual impression is already very telling as we can clearly see how a great deal of the tan and red mass on the RHS of the top panel has switched to the left in the bottom panel, indicating countries that were, on average, procyclical during the period 1960-1999 became countercyclical during the post-2000 period. In fact, the number of countercyclical LAC countries increased from 10 percent in the initial period (1960-1999) to 40 percent in the post-2000 period. This figure is the same as the one for other non-LAC developing countries.

As in Frankel, Végh, and Vuletin (2013), a convenient way of illustrating the countercyclical shift in the region is shown in Figure 2.5. The panel shows along the horizontal axis the correlation between the cyclical components of government spending and real GDP for the period 1960-1999 and along the vertical axis the correlations for the period 2000-2016. The plane is thus divided into four...
FIGURE 2.6. Procyclicality and Institutional Quality

Notes: The x-axis shows the Institutional Quality Index which is the average of the following indices: bureaucratic quality, corruption, investment profile, and law and order. The y-axis is the correlation between the cyclical components of real government spending and real GDP for the time period 1960-2016. Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent level for the regression slope respectively. Sources: LCRCE, based on data from ICRG, WEO, and National Accounts.

quadrants: the lower LHS quadrant (labeled “Established countercyclical”) denotes countries, such as the USA and the UK, that have always been countercyclical. The lower RHS quadrant (labeled “New countercyclical”) indicates countries, such as Chile and Mexico, that switched from being procyclical in the earlier period to countercyclical in the most recent period. The upper RHS quadrant (labeled “Still procyclical”) indicates countries, such as Nicaragua that continue to be procyclical. Finally, the upper-LHS quadrant (labeled “Back to procyclicality”) shows the handful of countries that have, unfortunately, switched from being countercyclical during the first period to being procyclical during the second period.

What lies behind the process of becoming countercyclical? In other words, what explains the difference between a country (like Chile) that has been able to become countercyclical and a country that has not? The question of what enables a country to become countercyclical is a complex one and therefore there will not be a single “silver bullet” that will transform a country that has spent, possibly, decades trapped in the procyclical camp into a countercyclical country. Rather, we should expect a combination of improvements in the budgetary processes, in transparency of bidding mechanisms, and, more generally, in the efficiency of the overall quality of public institutions to slowly, but surely, contribute to the overall process of becoming countercyclical.

Figure 2.6 illustrates, from an empirical point of view, the critical role that institutional quality plays in allowing countries to become countercyclical. To this effect we have taken a simple average of four indices of institutional quality constructed by the World Bank (Bureaucratic Quality, Corruption,
Investment Profile, and Law and Order), normalized between 0 and 1. This average is shown along the horizontal axis. The vertical axis shows the usual fiscal spending procyclicality index, measured by the cyclical components of government spending and GDP. There is a highly significant relationship indicating that increases in institutional quality are associated with a reduction in procyclicality or an increase in countercyclicality.

In addition to the overall improvement in the quality of fiscal institutions and the rule of law highlighted in Figure 2.6, there are some specific features worth mentioning that have contributed to several countries becoming countercyclical in LAC. In the case of Chile, a critical element was the implementation in the year 2001 of a fiscal rule that required the central government to achieve a structural surplus of 1 percent of GDP, which was eventually reduced to 0. The structural balance is computed by adjusting the actual fiscal balance for the deviation of actual tax revenues from trend growth and for deviations of copper prices from their long-term values. It is important to notice that, by construction, a structural budget rule that requires the government to achieve a zero structural balance will ensure that the government saves temporary windfalls in good times and dis-saves in bad times. In other words, the economy will show actual surpluses in good times and actual deficits in bad times.

An important feature of these adjustments in Chile is that they are carried out by an independent group of experts, which ensures an objective evaluation of the cyclical component of both tax revenues and copper prices. While the process will never be perfect, the presence of independent experts ensures that it will not be subject to political manipulation.

As Figure 2.7 makes clear, even a structural balance budget rule is no panacea and Chile itself broke its own rule during the Global Financial Crisis in 2009 when it embarked in a very aggressive countercyclical fiscal policy that took the structural fiscal deficit to 3.1 percent of GDP. Furthermore, according to IMF-WEO estimates, the projected structural deficit for 2017 is 1.9 percent of GDP, with the objective of gradually reducing it to 0.8 percent of GDP at the end of this decade. However,

---

16 The IQ index ranges between 0 and 1 where higher values indicate higher institutional quality. The index equally weighs four variables from the International Country Risk Guide. Investment Profile is an investment risk measure capturing contract viability and expropriation, profits repatriation, and payment delays; Corruption is an assessment of the corruption within the political system; Law and Order captures the strength and impartiality of the legal system and the popular observance of the law; Bureaucratic Quality measures the presence of drastic changes in policy or interruptions in government services. For a more detailed explanation see Frankel, Vég, and Vuletin (2013).

17 Needless to say, a more formal analysis would control for the possible endogeneity of institutions and other determinants of fiscal procyclicality. By using instrumental variables, Frankel, Vég, and Vuletin (2013) show that the results are robust to using instrumental variables so that causality runs from stronger institutions to less procyclical or more countercyclical fiscal policy. Carneiro and Odawara (2015) obtain similar findings for the Eastern Caribbean countries following the same methodology.

18 The target of 1 percent reflected the need to repay Central Bank debt associated with the bailout of private banks in the 1980s (see Frankel, 2011, for details). As this debt was paid off, the structural target was reduced to 0.5 percent in 2008 and 0 percent in 2009.

19 Contrary, however, to what is commonly claimed, Chile's structural balanced rule is not a countercyclical rule per se. For that to be true, the rule should require a structural deficit in bad times, which would be compensated by a structural surplus in good times.
even if it is not a silver bullet, a structural fiscal rule focuses the public policy discussion and the tough fiscal debates on the right track, by calling attention to the fact that, given the highly volatile business cycles that our region experiences, the best indicators of fiscal health (or lack thereof) are structural balances and not actual balances.\footnote{Casual empiricism is very clear on this. In countries such as Chile and Colombia, which have structural fiscal rules, even discussions in the financial press focus on those important concepts and hence put fiscal discussions in the proper context. This is not the case in other countries where structural balances are rarely mentioned in the public arena which allows, for example, the fiscal authority to claim excellent fiscal performances in good times when, in reality, fiscal balances would look much weaker if adjusted by the cycle (the “all that glitters may not be gold” syndrome highlighted by IDB (2008)).}

Colombia is another example of a LAC country that passed a law on July 5, 2011, requiring the government to meet certain structural fiscal targets. The law, which started being implemented in 2012, adjusts the actual fiscal balance for oil revenues and the output gap, and calls for reaching a structural deficit of no more than 1 percent of GDP in the year 2022, with a target of less than 2.3 percent of GDP by 2014 and 1.9 percent by 2018.\footnote{The law can be found in \url{http://www.secretariasenado.gov.co/senado/basedoc/lev_1473_2011.html}. See also IMF (2014).}

 Needless to say, structural budget rules are not the only type of rules that have been used. Table 2.1, based on Schaechter et. al (2012), reviews different types of rules with their pros and cons. Even though structural budget rules are in theory the best, in practice the computation of structural budgets, particularly in LAC countries where the business cycle is highly volatile and subject to a myriad of external, domestic, and natural shocks is an enormous challenge. Still, simple structural adjustments would give policymakers a better picture than no adjustments at all.\footnote{The simplest structural adjustment, which is widely used, is the so-called 0-1 method. This methodology assumes an elasticity of revenues with respect to real GDP of 1 and adjusts accordingly while leaving expenditures intact. For detailed
TABLE 2.1. Fiscal Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of rule</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debt rule</td>
<td>- Direct link to debt sustainability</td>
<td>- No clear operational guidance in the short run as policy impact on debt ratio is not immediate and limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Easy to communicate and monitor</td>
<td>- Economic stabilization feature (can be pro-cyclical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rule could be met via temporary measures (e.g., below-the-line transactions)</td>
<td>- Debt could be affected by developments outside the control of the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget balance rule</td>
<td>- Clear operational guidance</td>
<td>- No economic stabilization feature (can be pro-cyclical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Close link to debt sustainability</td>
<td>- Headline balance could be affected by developments outside the control of the government (e.g., a major economic downturn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Easy to communicate and monitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural balance rule</td>
<td>- Relatively clear operational guidance</td>
<td>- Correction for cycle is complicated, especially for countries undergoing structural changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Close link to debt sustainability</td>
<td>- Need to pre-define one-off and temporary factors to avoid their discretionary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Economic stabilization function (i.e., accounts for economic shocks)</td>
<td>- Complexity makes it more difficult to communicate and monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Allows to account for other one-off and temporary factors</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure rule</td>
<td>- Clear operational guidance</td>
<td>- Not directly linked to debt sustainability since no constraint on revenue side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Allows for economic stabilization</td>
<td>- Could lead to unwanted changes in the distribution of spending if, to meet the ceiling, shift to spending categories occurs that are not covered by the rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Steers the size of government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Relatively easy to communicate and monitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue rule</td>
<td>- Steers the size of government</td>
<td>- Not directly linked to debt sustainability since no constraint on expenditure side (except rules constraining use of windfall revenue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Can improve revenue policy and administration</td>
<td>- No economic stabilization feature (can be pro-cyclical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Can prevent pro-cyclical spending (rules constraining use of windfall revenue)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Table 1 from Schaechter et. al. (2012)

For example, a rule that simply requires a balanced budget at all times is probably the worst rule of all. If followed, it would ensure “perfect procyclicality” in the sense that revenue increases (reductions) would be exactly matched by spending increases (reductions) to ensure a zero balance at all times. In fact, most states in the United States have balanced budget rules, which has ensured that almost all U.S. states are procyclical (even though the federal government is not). This is clearly illustrated in Figure 2.8, which shows the correlation between the cyclical components of provincial/state GDP in Argentina and the U.S. with the corresponding levels of spending. While the fact that all, except one, Argentine provinces are procyclical with a mean correlation of 0.46 was to be expected, the fact that the same is true of U.S. states (with essentially the same mean correlation) is quite shocking and mostly due to the unwise choice of having balanced budget rules that violate any sound theoretical principle of optimal fiscal policy.23

Another two institutional features that are of help are, first, commodities funds such as the old Chilean Copper Stabilization Fund (FEC), which in 2007 became the Economic and Social Stabilization Fund (FEES). The main purpose of this fund is to prevent government spending from being greatly affected

---

23 Not surprisingly in light of the Argentine experience, Colombia imposed in 1997 and 2000 fiscal constraints at the sub-national level that limit the level of indebtedness of sub-national governments; see IMF (2014) for details.
by the vagaries of the world economy (including copper and tax revenues) by saving in good times and using these funds as needed in bad times. The second institutional feature – very common in industrial countries – are automatic stabilizers. These are government expenditures, such as unemployment insurance and food stamps programs in the United States, which will automatically increase in bad times (as unemployment and poverty experience a cyclical increase) and fall in good times. Such programs make an essential contribution to countercyclical fiscal policy.

**LAC’s Switch to Countercyclical Policy since the Global Financial Crisis**

While LAC countries share many similarities with the developing world as a whole, they also present some special characteristics that are worth mentioning. The goal of this section is thus to apply to LAC countries the fiscal analysis carried out above for all developing countries in order to draw specific policy prescriptions for the region. In addition, and unlike in the previous section, we will
link fiscal procyclicality to two fundamental practical concepts: debt sustainability and the degree of temporariness of shocks. We will see how important these links are in evaluating the kind of fiscal adjustment that may be needed in each particular case.

The analysis of LAC countries begins with Figure 2.9, which divides the sample 1960-2016 into two periods: 1960-2006 and 2007-2016. Notice that the breaking date is different from the one used in Figure 2.4 for the world sample (the year 2000). The main reason for choosing a different date in the fiscal analysis of LAC countries is that, as shown by Végh and Vuletin (2014), the policy response (both monetary and fiscal) of many LAC countries to the global financial crisis of 2008-2009 marked a turning point in the cyclical conduct of macroeconomic policy. In particular, countries such as Chile, El Salvador, Bolivia, Ecuador, Brazil, and Paraguay.
Mexico, Brazil, and Peru showed a countercyclical fiscal response in at least one fiscal dimension (spending, taxation or both). Chile, in particular, implemented one of the largest stimulus programs in the world (with a package worth 2.8 percent of GDP, comparable to the one passed by the United States Congress in early 2009). Another reason for choosing the year 2007 as the turnaround date is that casual empiricism suggests that fiscal macroeconomic management has improved in many countries since then.

Figure 2.9 shows in quite a dramatic fashion the shift to countercyclical fiscal policy discussed above. During the period 1960-2006, only two out of 20 countries (i.e., 10 percent) were countercyclical, with an average correlation of 0.24 (statistically significant at the 1 percent level). In sharp contrast, during the 2007-2016 period, eight countries shifted to countercyclical fiscal policy, thus increasing the ratio of countercyclical countries from 10 percent to 45 percent, a remarkable turnaround for the region. Further, notice that the eight countries that became countercyclical include countries from both sub-regions, namely SA (Chile, Paraguay, Colombia, and Peru) and MCC (Costa Rica, Mexico, Jamaica, and Guatemala). Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the average correlation is still positive (0.10) but no longer significantly different from zero. In sum, while we should definitely not declare victory since many countries continue to behave procyclically and, as we shall see below, the problem of debt sustainability is, once again, raising its ugly head, we can certainly celebrate the fact that the region appears to have begun to finally break the shackles of the procyclicality trap.

Like before, the shift to countercyclical fiscal policy can be illustrated by means of the scatter plot in Figure 2.10. The scatter plot shows the great progress that has been made (notice all the countries in the “New countercyclical” quadrant) at the same time that it calls attention to the work that remains...

---

24 Incidentally, Chile implemented an equally aggressive countercyclical monetary policy, reducing the monetary policy rate by 775 basis points (from 8.25 percent in December 2008 to 0.5 percent in July 2009).
to be done (notice all the countries in the “Still procyclical” quadrant). The share of countries that became countercyclical is 44 percent.25

Figure 2.11 shows the regression line linking the correlation between government spending and institutional quality for the period 2007-2016. The relation is highly significant, thus highlighting the importance of the improvement in the quality of the regional institutions on countries’ ability to escape the procyclicality trap.

**Countercyclicality and Procyclicality in LAC: Country Examples**

The analysis of procyclicality and the switch to countercyclicality can now be applied to some of the main countries in the region. While space precludes us from doing this detailed analysis for each country in the region, a few examples should suffice to show how helpful the analysis can be in understanding, assessing, and eventually correcting (as needed) the conduct of fiscal policy.

Just as a summary that will guide the analysis, Table 2.2 lists 10 countries in the region: six that have become countercyclical (Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, Paraguay, and Peru) and four that are still procyclical (Bolivia, Nicaragua, Panama, and Uruguay).

The six panels in Figure 2.12 show two lines for each of the countries that became countercyclical: the red line is the cyclical component of real government spending during the period 2007-2016, whereas the blue line captures the cyclical component of real GDP during the same period. In other words, when the blue line is above 0, it indicates a positive output gap (the economy is in a boom). When the blue line is below 0, the output gap is negative and the economy is in the midst of a recession.

As an example, let us take a close look at the case of Chile (Panel A). The countercyclical behavior of government spending during the Global Financial Crisis is particularly striking. With a negative output gap...
FIGURE 2.12. Countercyclical Selected LAC Countries

PANEL A. Chile

PANEL B. Colombia

PANEL C. Guatemala

PANEL D. Mexico

PANEL E. Paraguay

PANEL F. Peru

Notes: Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). Sources: LCRCE, based on data from WEO and National Accounts.
gap of close to 4 percent in the year 2009, government spending was increased by close to 8 percent above its trend. But, very importantly for debt sustainability issues, countercyclicality needs to be compensated by savings in good times. This can also be clearly observed in the case of Chile. As the economy recovered (as captured by a positive output gap particularly during 2012-2014), government spending fell below trend (i.e., the cyclical component is negative) suggesting that the government’s intention was to save the temporary windfall (originated, in this case, mainly by high copper prices). Once the economy started to fall again in recession in 2015, government spending was increased above trend. Chile thus provides a textbook example of countercyclical policy both on the downswing and the upswing.

In the case of Colombia (Panel B), we can also clearly see the countercyclicality of government spending during the global financial crisis and saving during the early phases of the boom, though fiscal policy tends to become procyclical in the late stages. The countercyclical behavior during the global financial crisis is also particularly clear in the cases of Mexico and Paraguay.

Notes: Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). Sources: LCRCE, based on data from WEO and National Accounts.
We now turn to examples of LAC countries that are still procyclical. Figure 2.13 shows the cases of Bolivia, Nicaragua, Panama, and Uruguay. Notice from Table 2.2 that Bolivia and Nicaragua are the two most procyclical of the four countries, with correlation coefficients of 0.76 and 0.77, respectively. This shows very clearly in the plots. We can clearly see how, in both cases, the red and blue lines follow almost the same path indicating that when the economy is in the middle of a boom (like Bolivia in 2008), government spending is increased proportionally (cyclically speaking). The same is true (with the opposite sign) during the recession of 2010-2011 when government spending plummets. A similar picture can be observed for the case of Nicaragua. This behavior of government spending is simply reinforcing an already volatile business cycle.

**Relation between Fiscal Procyclicality and Debt Sustainability**

In theory, procyclical fiscal policy does not necessarily lead to problems of debt sustainability. Clearly, if the excess government spending that occurs in good times is exactly offset by a reduction in government spending during bad times, the stock of external debt could well remain more or less constant over time.

In practice, however, there are certain political economy elements that may establish a link between procyclical fiscal policy and debt sustainability. An obvious one, very relevant, is any kind of downward-rigidity in public spending. If, for political economy reasons, it becomes very difficult to undo increases in public spending in bad times that were funded with temporary revenues in good times, then clearly the stock of public debt will increase over time. If downward-rigidity of public spending is an issue, then one would expect that the more procyclical government spending is, the more the country may find itself embroiled in debt sustainability problems.

Another political economy factor that may cause a positive association between procyclicality and debt sustainability is the simple fact that increases in government spending will, in general, be supported by a majority of the population, whereas the cuts in government spending in bad times that would be needed to maintain intertemporal public solvency will most likely be opposed by, at least, some fraction of the population. In other words, from a strictly political point of view, it is much easier to increase government spending than decrease it.

A third factor is that procyclicality typically carries the connotation that the government is spending temporarily higher revenues (due to say temporary increases in commodity prices) that it should be saving. On occasion, however, governments tend to spend even more than the windfall increases (the “voracity effect” referred to above) or simply spend resources that they do not have. While this still constitutes procyclical government spending (i.e., high government spending in good times), it will clearly lead to an unsustainable debt path since governments will simply not cut expenditures to such an extent in bad times.
Based on these arguments, one would also suspect that the more procyclical a country is, the more unsustainable the debt will become. While a full analysis of this issue is clearly beyond the scope of this report (and would require controlling for many other factors that may lead to increases in debt), Figure 2.14 presents suggestive evidence of the link between procyclicality and debt sustainability. Along the horizontal axis, we use Fitch Credit Ratings (2016 review) that capture the risk premium associated with each country. The vertical axis shows the correlation between the cyclical components of government spending and real GDP during the period 2007-2016. Each point in the plot represents one of the 16 countries that carry a Fitch rating. We can see a highly significant negative relationship between the degree of procyclicality and the quality of the credit rating: the more procyclical the country, the worse its credit rating.

---

26 See Alberola et. al. 2006.

27 Needless to say, more work would be needed to formally establish this chain of causality.
Examples of Procyclicality and Increasing Debt: Brazil and Ecuador

To provide some concrete examples of the relation between procyclicality and debt, Figure 2.15 illustrates the cases of Brazil and Ecuador. In each case, the LHS panel shows the cyclical components of real government spending and real GDP, while the RHS panel shows the indices of real expenditures, real primary expenditures, real revenues, and the cumulative increases in net debt since 2007.

FIGURE 2.15. Procyclical Selected LAC Countries

PANEL A. Brazil
Cyclical Components

PANEL B. Brazil
Revenue, Expenditure, and Net Debt Increase

PANEL C. Ecuador
Cyclical Components

PANEL D. Ecuador
Revenue, Expenditure, and Net Debt Increase

Notes: Cyclical components are calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott filter with the standard smoothing parameter for annual data (6.25). Real revenue, real expenditure, and real primary expenditure are indexed (2007 = 100). Net Debt Increase since 2007 is the sum of real fiscal deficits since 2007 as a share of the 2007 real GDP. Sources: LCRCE, based on data from WEO and National Accounts.

28 Just as a reminder, the correlations between the cyclical components of government spending and real GDP for Brazil and Ecuador during 2007-2016 are 0.21 and 0.61, respectively.
In the case of Brazil, we can see from the LHS panel that Brazil was highly procyclical during the Global Financial Crisis, with a sharp fall in spending in the midst of the recession. Even though reinforcing the recession with a reduction in government spending is far from ideal, the fact that spending is falling roughly in tandem with revenues precludes debt unsustainability issues from taking hold. And Brazil, in fact, saved some of the commodities windfall during 2002-2014. But once the recession started, government spending turned countercyclical but was accompanied by a very sharp cyclical fall in revenues. Having not saved enough, this fiscal behavior was bound to generate debt problems. Furthermore, the Central Bank of Brazil raised the policy rate (SELIC) quite sharply from about 10 percent at the beginning of 2014 to over 14 percent by mid-2015 to defend the domestic currency and combat inflation, which naturally also increased the interest rate on the public debt. The combination of these factors has contributed to a large rise in debt.29

For the case of Ecuador, the procyclicality of government spending is quite evident from the LHS panel, with cyclical spending falling during the Global Financial Crisis and increasing during the commodity boom of 2012-2014. The RHS panel, however, clearly shows that government spending is higher than revenues both in the boom and in the bust, which will naturally result in large increases in the stock of net debt. This case thus illustrates the scenario where procyclical fiscal policy will lead to higher debt if government spending is consistently higher than tax revenue over the business cycle.

**Are Shocks Temporary or Permanent? That is the Question**

One of the most fundamental implications of the standard small open economy model is that agents (or governments) should save temporary increases in income and spend only permanent ones. This policy dictum is often summarized as “finance temporary shocks and adjust to permanent ones.”30 If policymakers knew the duration of each shock that hits the economy, in theory, they could know exactly how much to save and how much to spend. For example, if they knew that a sudden increase in oil prices will turn out to be half temporary and half permanent, they could (and should!) spend half of it and save the other half. Unfortunately, the policy world is more complicated than our perfect-foresight textbook model and policymakers obviously do not know whether any given shock will be temporary or permanent.

In practice – and with the obvious benefits of hindsight – we see both types of shocks, as illustrated in Figure 2.16. Looking at oil prices, we can see that the 1974 shock that doubled prices from 9 to around 20 dollars turned to be a permanent one. In contrast, the enormous rise from 22 dollars a barrel in the year 1999 to close to 100 dollars in 2013 turned out to be at least half temporary, with current projections in the order of 60 dollars per barrel. If policymakers had known this, of course,

29 The increase in fiscal debt service resulting from higher policy rates aimed at defending the currency is theoretically analyzed in Hnatkovska, Lahiri, and Végh (2016).

30 By “financing” we mean, of course, borrowing or lending and by “adjusting” increasing or decreasing spending by the same amount as the shock. The simplest small open economy model to deliver this implication can be found in, for example, Végh (2013), Chapter 1.
they should have fully adjusted to the 1974 shocks and save around half of the most recent increase. In practice, however, policymakers have no choice but to make guesses (often sophisticated, but guesses nonetheless) and errors can be costly. That is why an extremely prudent policymaker (perhaps too prudent!) would treat all increases in commodities prices (or any other type of windfall) as temporary and all reductions as permanent. While this would ensure sound fiscal finances, it would, on average, waste resources (i.e., there would be too much saving and too little spending). But, clearly, prudence suggests that it is better to err on the side of, all else equal, putting more weight on increases being temporary and reductions being permanent.

What would be the relationship between prudence and procyclicality? Clearly, a prudent policymakers (i.e., one who tends to view positive shocks as more temporary than other policymakers) would save more out of any given windfall and hence be less likely to fall into the procyclical fiscal policy trap. The downside, however, would be that, during a recession, the prudent policymaker would cut spending more than he/she might have had to, given the bigger probability put on the possibility that

---

**FIGURE 2.16. Commodity Prices**

**PANEL A. Oil Price**

**PANEL B. Non-Energy Commodity Price Index**

**PANEL C. Copper Price**

**PANEL D. Soybean Price**

*Notes: dashed lines are forecasts. Oil price is the average spot price. Sources: World Bank Commodities Price Data (The Pink Sheet).*
the negative shock be permanent. In other words, the policymaker would dis-save too little in bad times. The overall effect would thus be more net saving than under full information about the duration of the shock, which could be viewed as the cost of self-insurance.

On the other hand, an imprudent policymaker would be more likely to get into debt sustainability problems. In a recession, for instance, he/she would tend to borrow too much and adjust too little, which may eventually lead to elevated debt levels.

How have countries dealt with this uncertainty in practice? As an example, Figure 2.17 illustrates the case of copper prices in Chile during the period 2002-2016. As mentioned above, Chile follows a structural-balance budget rule. To compute the structural balance, the actual balance is adjusted by the business cycle and by copper prices. Notice how Chile is clearly prudent in its estimate of the permanent component of an increase in copper prices, as the reference copper price (i.e., the one used to adjust the actual balance) lags behind the actual. The red line, which is trend spending, follows the reference price indicating that spending increases only by the rise in copper prices that is deemed permanent. This just goes to show that countries like Chile, which have been able to shift to countercyclicality and escape the procyclical trap, follow prudent policies that would, if anything, err on the side of saving a little bit too much in good times rather than risking the opposite scenario.

**To Adjust or Not to Adjust?**

Suppose a country is running a fiscal deficit. Should it adjust or not?

Based on our analysis in this chapter, the first observation would be that the presence of a fiscal deficit does not, in and of itself, imply that a fiscal adjustment is needed. Whether a fiscal adjustment is needed will depend on, principally, (i) the state of the business cycle, (ii) the country’s fiscal policy cyclicality, (iii) the duration of the shock, and (iv) debt sustainability issues.
For example, cases in which the need for a fiscal adjustment would be clear-cut would include:

- A country whose public debt has become unsustainable (how to quantitatively establish this falls outside the scope of this report) clearly will need to adjust fiscal policy (i.e., permanently reduce expenditures and/or increase tax revenues). There may still be, however, a question about the timing of the adjustment. If the economy is in the middle of a deep recession, it may be wise to try to carry out the needed adjustment gradually or postpone if at all possible. But the need to restore intertemporal solvency is unavoidable.

- If a fiscal deficit has been caused by what authorities can reasonably expect to be long-lasting (i.e., permanent) negative shock, then a strong case for a fiscal adjustment can be made. Otherwise – and if the shock turns indeed to be permanent – then debt may become unsustainable.

- If an economy is experiencing a temporary boom (and commodity-based booms, for example, almost always have a large temporary component) and is running a fiscal deficit, then an adjustment would be called for. The reason is that a fiscal deficit during a temporary boom clearly indicates procyclical fiscal policy (too much spending). The FA should try to save the temporary windfall and, if needed, use these savings when the bad times come.

On the other hand, if an economy is experiencing a recession and is using countercyclical fiscal policy to try to stabilize output, there is no point of course in adjusting unless the evidence points to debt sustainability issues building up. The same would be true of a fiscal deficit during a recession in cases in which the government tends to run an acyclical fiscal policy. In that case, we should naturally see primary deficits in bad times (due to an endogenous fall in the tax base) matched by primary surpluses in good times.

There are many other different situations that may arise, of course, which would require a case-by-case analysis. But the overall message of this chapter has been that we need to bring different elements into the analysis before rushing into fiscally adjusting (even though in many instances that may indeed be the required course of action given the circumstances).

**Concluding Thoughts**

This chapter has shown that developing countries in general, and LAC countries in particular, have historically pursued procyclical fiscal policies (i.e., expansionary fiscal policy in good times and contractionary in bad times) on both the spending and the taxation side. Procyclical fiscal policy inevitably amplifies an already inherently volatile business cycle, particularly in commodity-exporting countries in our region. In sharp contrast, industrial countries have, by and large, always pursued countercyclical fiscal policies. It would be no exaggeration to argue that, from a macroeconomic point of view, procyclical fiscal policy has been one of the main challenges faced by LAC over the last 60 years.

In addition to making booms bigger and recessions deeper, procyclical fiscal policy could lead to high levels of public debt and possibly compromise future access to credit markets. While more formal work is needed on this particular link, it is not difficult to think of many channels, including political
economy ones, that would imply that procyclical fiscal policy eventually leads debt sustainability issues. In this light, the recurrent debt crises – going back to the early XIX century – should come as no surprise.\(^31\) The obvious political-economy link between procyclicality and debt unsustainability is that it is hard not to spend in times of bonanza when international credit is abundant and cheap and good times seem to be here to stay. In sharp contrast, cutting spending in bad times is evidently extremely difficult, both politically and socially.

Escaping from the fiscal procyclicality trap should, therefore, be one of the first macroeconomic items on the agenda for any country that aspires to come up with a credible and sound policy framework, a necessary condition to ensure sustainable and equitable long-term growth.

While no easy feat, the good news is that, as we have documented, the region has indeed taken long strides in this area and many LAC countries have been able to shift to countercyclical policy in the last decade. In fact, the number of countercyclical LAC countries has increased from 10 to 45 percent when comparing the periods before and after 2007. While there is still lots of work to do to consolidate these fiscal advances and avoid the temptation of going backwards in the next cycle, the events of the last decade in this area provide many reasons to be optimistic. But policymakers need to remain vigilant and make sure that fiscal institutions continue to become more transparent, efficient, and provide incentives to save in good times.

---

\(^31\) As Marichal (1989) masterfully recounts, the first debt crisis in Latin America took place in 1826-1828, after the lending boom of 1822-1825 that originated in London (the world financial center at the time). Major debt crises followed in 1873, 1890, and 1931. While Marichal only covers the first century of crises in the region, Végh and Vuletin (2014) count 8 major regional crises in 200 years, in addition to a myriad of lesser and/or more localized crises.
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Appendix

### TABLE A.1. Key Variables in the Funding of Public Expenditures, 2000 - 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Funding through Growth</th>
<th>Initial Revenue Rate</th>
<th>Interest Bill 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>30.2%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Kitts and Nevis</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent and the Grenadines</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela, RB</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Funding through growth refers to the contribution of growth to the funding of the accumulated expenditure as a share of 2000 GDP. The average annual change in net debt is computed for 2000-2016 by the sum of changes in fiscal balances as a share of 2000 GDP, divided by 17, the years in 2000-2016. Initial revenue rate is the revenue to GDP ratio in 2000. Sources: WEO.